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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4981-James thought to himself, ‘What 
kind of Supernatural Power was that? My mind went empty, and I was unable 
to respond. Fortunately, I snapped out of it in time. Otherwise, the 
consequences would be unimaginable.’ 

Mekaisto said calmly, “Not bad. There aren’t many in the Endlos capable of 
surviving my attacks.” 

James took a deep breath. He had already urged the Ten Path Techniques’ 
powers but could not completely withstand Mekaisto’s attack. As expected 
from the Extraterrestrial Demon’s Second Commander, Mekaisto was 
incredibly powerful. 

James activated the Endlos Heart. Apart from the destroyed Chaos Heavenly 
Path, the power of the other nine District Heavenly Paths gathered on his 
body. 

This time, he had summoned all the power of the nine District Heavenly 
Paths, not just a portion of it. 

District Heavenly Paths were in charge of maintaining order within their 
respective districts. They were composed of inscriptions, which contained 
powers. 

Blessed by the power of the nine District Heavenly Paths, James’ aura surged 
instantly. Previously, his aura was at the Chaos lllimita Rank. Now, his aura 
had reached the Chaos Essencia Rank. 

Mekaisto remained composed and commented, “The 

District Heavenly Paths? The so-called District Heavenly Paths that maintain 
order were created by Emperor Raiah using the Endlos Heavenly Path.” 

The Endlos was vast and had an Endlos Heavenly Path. Unfortunately, the 
Endlos Heavenly Path had already been destroyed by Extraterrestrial 
Demons. 

Therefore, Emperor Raiah created the District Heavenly Paths to maintain and 
restrain the living beings within the Ten Districts. 



“However, Emperor Raiah’s strength was limited. Even though he obtained 
the Endlos Heart that was left behind after the Endlos Heavenly Path’s 
destruction, he did not have the strength to reshape the Endlos Heavenly 
Path. He could only divide the Endlos into Ten Districts and create ten District 
Heavenly Paths.” 

Mekaisto shared the information he knew since he was one of the culprits that 
destroyed the Endlos Heavenly Path. 

Back then, the three Extraterrestrial Demon Commanders joined forces and 
obliterated the Endlos Heavenly Path together. 

James ’ aura skyrocketed after summoning the power of the District Heavenly 
Paths. He stretched his body and sensed the energy within his body. At that 
moment, his selfconfidence rose significantly. He felt Mekaisto, who only had 
one-tenth of his powers left, would not be strong enough to resist the power of 
the Nine Districts’ Heavenly Paths. 

He flashed before Mekaisto and swung his fist. 

Mekaisto blocked James’ attack very calmly. 

Boom!!! 

Their fists clashed, and a horrific shock wave permeated the area. 

Everything the shock wave passed crumped into ruins. Many lives were lost, 
and the Ten Thousand Demon Formation collected the energy they left 
behind. Then, Zaden absorbed the energy gathered by the formation. 

After the confrontation, James was blasted away. The powerful force injured 
his body, and he was covered with blood. 

Mekaisto was also knocked away. His arms were injured, and blood began to 
flow. 

He grinned and said, “You’re impressive but still a bit lacking. An external 
force is an external force, after all. Even though you have the Endlos Heart, 
you can’t fully control the power of the District Heavenly Paths. 

“I’m not going to hold back anymore.” Mekaisto’s face darkened. He appeared 
before James and launched countless punches at him. 



James kept defending against him. 

Their fists collided consecutively. 

Rumble!!! 

The shock waves born after their confrontation permeated, causing the Chaos 
District’s space to collapse. Countless universes were destroyed, and the 
number of casualties kept increasing. 

The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4982-Countless living beings gathered 
outside the Chaos District. A few of them were powerhouses James had sent 
out of the Chaos District, whereas some were powerhouses that had come to 
participate in the Endlos Tournament but evacuated in advance. Additionally, 
several of them were powerhouses who had rushed to support in battle but 
did not enter the Chaos District in time. 

At that moment, the entire Chaos District was surrounded by the Ten 
Thousand Demon Formation. Despite that, the powerhouses outside could 
still sense the battle and its aftermath. 

The strength James had displayed left them dumbfounded. However, they 
were even more stunned by Mekaisto. They never expected him to still be so 
powerful, even after being sealed away for countless epochs. 

James was hit several times. He blocked many of Mekaisto’s punches, but the 
impact force still injured him. 

Mekaisto attacked relentlessly, and he landed a few more blows on James. 

In just a short moment, James was injured all over. He wanted to activate his 
Time Power to revert time to before he was injured. 

However, his Time Power could only affect ordinary living beings. Against a 
powerhouse like Mekaisto, his Time 

Power had no effect since Mekaisto had already surpassed the constraints of 
time and space. 

James urged his Time Power but was unable to turn back time. 



He followed up with the One Break All to neutralize a portion of Mekaisto’s 
power. Then, he mobilized his Path Powers to form the magical Sacred 
Blossom. 

The Sacred Blossom circled Mekaisto’s body and suddenly exploded, 
unleashing a terrifying power. 

However, his Blossoming caused very little damage to Mekaisto. Mekaisto 
hardly sustained any injuries, but he was slightly disheveled. 

“Break.” Mekaisto reached out his finger and pointed at James. 

Suddenly, the space around James’ body began to collapse. 

James was injured once again. 

He opened up the microcosms in his body, unleashing their powers. With the 
blessing of these powers, James’ aura immediately skyrocketed. 

Then, he performed the Defying Heavens Art and took thirty- three steps. 

The force blasted Mekaisto’s body away. His Blood Energy churned, and he 
spat out a mouthful of blood. 

“James gained the upper hand.” 

“James performed the Defying Heavens Art and caused 

Makeisto to spit out blood!” 

“Let’s go, James!” 

Countless living beings were spectating the battle outside the Chaos District. 

The battle’s outcome would determine the Chaos District’s survival. It was 
also related to the future of the Endlos’ Ten Districts. 

The Ten Districts would be thrown into chaos, and the balance maintained 
would be broken if James were to be defeated. 

Mekaisto vomited blood after being struck by James’ Defying Heavens Art. 
His face darkened, and he said coldly, ” Damn it. You managed to injure me. 
You’re so dead.” 



His aura rose significantly. Then, a strange weapon suddenly appeared in his 
hand. It was a geomantic compass that had mysterious symbols carved on it. 

As soon as the weapon appeared, it flew out and hovered above James. 
Thousands of inscriptions emerged from the geomantic compass and 
surrounded James. 

James immediately sensed a strange power around him. He felt his energy 
and life force slowly being drained away. His hair turned white, and his skin 
wrinkled. 

“How strange.” James was startled. 

He quickly summoned the Infinity Steles and combined 

them to form the Boundless Pagoda. 

The Boundless Pagoda entered its tenth form and let out multicolored light 
rays. Then, it flew upward and destroyed the inscriptions around James. 
Immediately afterward, it collided with the mysterious geomantic compass. 
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The Boundless Pagoda collided with the geomantic compass, and a powerful 
force permeated the air. 

Both the Boundless Pagoda and geomantic compass were blasted away. 

James and Mekaisto suffered backlashes and vomited blood. 

At that moment, Mekaisto no longer had a calm and composed demeanor like 
at the beginning of their fight. He was disheveled, and his face was grim. He 
never expected James, who was only at the Chaos IIIimita Rank, to unleash 
such terrifying power. 

Even his greatest weapon, the Demonic Compass, could not deal fatal injuries 
to James. 

After James freed himself from the shackles of the inscriptions, he activated 
the Life Path to recover his energy and life force. 

James appeared in the distance, panting heavily. He gripped the Boundless 
Sword, and the Boundless Pagoda floated before him. His body was injured, 



and blood stains were on the corners of his lips. He was not expecting 
Mekaisto, who only had less than one-tenth of his strength, to be so powerful. 

Despite using the power of the Ten Path Techniques, the Endlos Heart, and 
the Boundless Pagoda, he was unable to defeat Mekaisto. There were not 
many trump cards left up his sleeves. James began to worry, afraid he would 
lose to Meaisto. 

Xezal and Zaden watched the battle while in hiding. 

The strength that James and Mekaisto had displayed had exceeded their 
expectations. 

Xezal exclaimed, “They’re so strong.” 

Zaden began to wonder whether he could fight them if he left seclusion. After 
a quick analysis, he felt he was no match for James and Mekaisto right now. 

Meanwhile, Mekaisto launched another attack. He held the Demonic 
Compass in his hand and continuously attacked James. 

The Demonic Compass was very strange. Not only could it devour everything, 
but it could also cast confinement skills. 

Faced with the terrifying Demonic Compass, James used the Boundless 
Pagoda to defend. 

Countless universes within the Chaos District were destroyed, killing their 
inhabitants. However, James had no time to care about them. His priority was 
to kill Mekaisto and then break the Ten Thousand Demon Formation. 

Eventually, he could use the Endlos Heart to restore the Chaos District and 
resurrect the innocent lives lost during the battle. 

James and Mekaisto both showed great strength. 

The Boundless Pagoda resisted the Demonic Compass, and the fight was a 
stalemate. 

Boom!!! 

James’ Boundless Pagoda broke through the restraints of the Demonic 
Compass. Immediately afterward, James cast the Blithe Omniscience and 



disappeared. The next moment, he appeared behind Mekaisto. A strange 
scene suddenly flashed across his eyes, and inscriptions emerged. The 
inscriptions formed into Sword Energies and ultimately merged to form a 
dazzling long sword. 

The long sword charged toward Mekaisto. 

Mekaisto reacted in time and tossed out the Demonic Compass to block the 
long sword. However, the Boundless Pagoda immediately knocked the 
Demonic Compass away. 

The long sword inched toward Mekaisto. 

James’ Damon Eyes had already been cultivated to perfection. Even though 
Mekaisto had an exceptional physical body, the sword still pierced through his 
body. 

The sword immediately disintegrated into inscriptions and exploded within his 
body, inflicting severe injuries to Mekaisto. 

The explosion blasted off the right side of Mekaisto’s torso. 

After injuring Mekaisto, James smiled. However, blood overflowed from his 
lips. 

Despite his injuries, James’ hope for victory grew after severely injuring 
Mekaisto. Moreover, he still had a few trump cards. 

James felt like he had a great chance of winning the battle. 
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Dobro Eyes, managed to severely injure Mekaisto. 

Mekaisto had an exceptional physical body, but the long sword still penetrated 
his flesh. The Dobro Inscriptions exploded within his body, inflicting severe 
injuries on him. 

Apart from the injuries, Mekaisto was far from being killed. He was too 
powerful, and obliterating him would not be easy. Even Emperor Raiah could 
not eliminate him and had to seal him underneath the Chaos Tablet. 

However, Emperor Raiah’s soul and powers had already been weakened 
back then. Otherwise, he would have been able to kill Mekaisto. 



Mekaisto activated his power and the injuries he had sustained healed 
instantly. At that moment, his expression was grim. A black aura emerged in 
his body and flowed through his body. His body underwent a subtle change. 
His body bulked, and his robe tore apart, exposing his burly muscles. His 
physical body had grown even stronger than before. 

James could sense Mekaisto’s physical strength had improved, and the power 
emitting from his body had also been enhanced. The Demonic Compass also 
transformed into a wheel. It rotated rapidly and approached James. 

The Demonic Wheel tore through the void and closed in on James. 

Boom!!! 

James cast the Blithe Omniscience to avoid the powerful blow. 

The entire area where James previously stood was destroyed instantly. 

After its destruction, the energy of those who died was swallowed by the Ten 
Thousand Demon Formation. 

The Boundless Pagoda flew out and clashed with the Demonic Wheel. 

Rumble!!! 

Explosions happened throughout the Doom Universe, destroying many areas. 

Their battle was intense. 

After Mekaisto evolved, he was significantly stronger. Even though James 
was using the Boundless Pagoda, he was at a disadvantage and was 
constantly injured. He kept healing his wounds, which greatly exhausted his 
energy. 

James’ Defying Heavens Art’s powers were almost completely depleted. He 
had to replenish his energy as soon as possible. Otherwise, his strength 
would drop drastically without the Defying Heavens Art. 

He activated the Endlos Heart and absorbed the power of the District 
Heavenly Paths to restore his energy. 

In a battle between powerhouses, being careless would be fatal. Even a 
moment of distraction would lead to defeat. 



At that moment, James was slightly careless, and the Demonic Wheel struck 
him. His body was instantly sliced into half. 

James quickly disappeared to a different area and quickly reformed his body. 

As soon as he recovered, Mekaisto arrived with the Demonic Wheel. 

James quickly used the Boundless Pagoda and trapped Mekaisto within it. 
The power of the Ten Path Techniques swept toward Mekaisto from all 
directions and inflicted severe injuries on him. In just a short moment, his body 
was covered with wounds. 

Mekaisto roared furiously, “Break!” 

The Demonic Wheel suddenly enlarged and released an inscription. A 
powerful force emerged from the inscription and disintegrated the Boundless 
Pagoda. 

The shattered Boundless Pagoda flew to the distance and reconstructed itself. 

“He’s so strong.” James was impressed by Mekaisto’s strength. 

Mekaisto even managed to break the Boundless Pagoda. 

After breaking free, Mekaisto hovered in the void. He panted and healed his 
injuries. 

Suddenly, James felt danger approaching him. By the time 

he reacted, it was already too late. A clone of Mekaisto had already appeared 
behind him and struck him with the Demonic Wheel. 

James’ back was sliced open, and a large area of his flesh was destroyed. His 
broken bones were also exposed. 

‘This?” James was horrified. 

Mekaisto was hovering in the void ahead of him, but another Mekaisto 
suddenly appeared behind him. 

While James was still confused, several clones of Mekaisto surrounded him. 
In total, there were eight Mekaistos. 
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and strength. 

James immediately felt pressured by the situation. He was already struggling 
against Mekaisto, but now he had to face eight of him. 

“You’re impressive, James. You’ve left me no choice but to use a secret art.” 

The eight figures spoke simultaneously. 

Swoosh!!! 

After speaking, the eight of them sprung into action. They surrounded James 
and launched consecutive attacks. 

James was outnumbered and fell to a disadvantage. His whole body was 
riddled with injuries, and his bones were broken. He relied on his potent 
strength to forcibly stabilize his condition and hold his body together. 

He summoned the Tribulation Liquid and consumed it to heal his injured body. 

Suddenly, a lightning bolt appeared out of thin air and struck Mekaisto. 

Mekaisto’s body trembled after being struck. 

Immediately afterward, countless lightning began to fill the area. 

These were lightning tribulations that contained unrivaled power. 

‘Thunderous Tribulations!!!” 

James had a calm expression as the tribulation clouds surrounded his body. 

He stood in the center of the tribulation clouds. Countless lightning tribulations 
emerged from the tribulation clouds. 

Tribulation clouds were composed of mysterious inscriptions. 

Thunderous Tribulations was the Emperor of Tribulation’s Supernatural 
Power. 



In the deepest part of the Tribulation City, the Emperor of Tribulation was 
defending the city. However, he had been paying attention to the Tribulation 
World and used the Tribulation Path to create the Thunderous Tribulations. 

The Thunderous Tribulations was incredibly power. It was not just able to 
summon a few tribulation lightnings. After James cast the Thunderous 
Tribulation, Mekaisto had to endure ten thousand tribulations. Only after 
surviving the ten thousand tribulations would he be able to live. Otherwise, he 
would die. 

The tribulation clouds covered the area, and countless lightning tribulations 
fell from the sky. 

Each lightning tribulation was a calamity that Mekaisto would have to 
overcome. 

Mekaisto was trapped within James’ Tribulation World created by the 
Thunderous Tribulation. He was bombarded 

by terrifying attacks in the Tribulation World, and his clones suffered severe 
damage. 

“Argh!!!”The eight figures roared simultaneously. 

Black auras emerged from the eight figures and soared to the sky like a giant 
dragon. Then, the aura gathered to form a huge black sword. 

“Break!!!” A furious voice resounded. 

The enormous black sword slashed at the Tribulation World’s border. 

James stood in the tribulation clouds. 

The clouds dispersed under Mekaisto’s potent attack. James also suffered a 
backlash. 

Boom!!! 

The tribulation world fell apart, and Mekaisto escaped. 

As soon as he was freed, the ten thousand tribulations’ power merged into 
one lightning and struck one of the clones. 



Mekaisto’s clones were instantly obliterated. 


